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STRONG ARGUMENT FOR A CONTINUATION OF 
POSITIVE RETURNS IN EQUITIES FOR 2022



✓ Downside Scenario: Omicron transmits faster than predecessor, 
delta. This results in first-quarter global growth slowing to a 2% 
quarter-on-quarter annual rate, or roughly 2.5% below 
Goldman’s current forecast.

✓ Severe Downside: Both the disease severity and immunity 
against hospitalizations are substantially worse than for delta. 
Global economic growth takes a more substantial hit, while “the 
inflation impact is again ambiguous”.

✓ False Alarm: Omicron spreads slower than delta and has no 
significant effect on global growth and inflation.

✓ Upside: Omicron is slightly more transmissible, but causes much 
less severe disease. In this speculative “normalization” scenario, 
a net reduction in disease burden leaves global growth higher 
than Goldman’s baseline. Inflation is likely lower as the 
rebalancing of demand, and the recovery in goods and labour 
supply accelerate.

FOUR SCENARIOS 
FOR THE 

POTENTIAL 
IMPACT ON 

GLOBAL GROWTH



NEW COVID 
VARIANTS ARE 

GOING TO KEEP 
EMERGING UNTIL 

THE GLOBAL 
VACCINATION RATE 

IMPROVES

Vaccination Rates Around The Globe.



PFIZER SAYS ITS 
BOOSTER OFFERS 

STRONG 
PROTECTION 

AGAINST 
OMICRON

Booster Shots Are Effective Against Omicron.



THE STOCK 
MARKET’S COVID 
PATTERN: FASTER 
RECOVERY FROM 

EACH PANIC

Historic Recovery From Each COVID Variant.  

✓ Historically the market has recovered faster each time there is a new 
COVID scare.

✓ This suggests investors should not panic sell.



MOODY’S 
ANALYTICS 

ESTIMATES THAT 
THERE WAS STILL 

$2.5 TRILLION LEFT 
IN OVERALL 

EXCESS SAVING; 
DECREASING BY 
$50 BILLION A 

MONTH TO THE 
END OF 2021

Consumers Are Rich With Savings.

✓ Consumers are still cash healthy as a result of lockdown and working 
from home.  



INFLATION IS STILL 
BEING DRIVEN 
PRIMARILY BY 
THOSE GOODS 
AND SERVICES 

THAT ARE MOST 
SENSITIVE TO THE 

PANDEMIC

Inflation Is Being Driven By COVID.

✓ High inflation is specific to sectors most impacted by COVID.

✓ Energy prices seem to be pulling back from their highs.



INFLOWS INTO 
ETF’S IN OCTOBER 

AMOUNTED TO 
$76.9 BILLION, 
MAKING IT THE 
THIRD-LARGEST 
INFLOW MONTH 

IN 2021

✓ The nearly 30% gain from September is primarily from a rebound 
in U.S. equity investing, which jumped from $25.5 billion worth 
of inflows in September to $51.2 billion last month, according to 
ETF.com data provider FactSet.

✓ The iShares Core S&P 500 ETF (IVV) was a zero-to-hero leader, 
going from having the largest outflow in September at almost 
$3.1 billion to gaining a whopping $9.1 billion in October.

✓ Other broad funds that appeared in the month’s top 10 include 
the SPDR S&P 500 ETF Trust (SPY), the Vanguard S&P 500 ETF 
(VOO) and the Vanguard Total Stock Market ETF (VTI), which 
gained a combined $10.2 billion.

✓ Fixed income funds saw the largest outflows on the month, as 
investors retook risk-on positions and feared that inflation would 
cut further into bottom-scraping yields.

Equity Inflows Continue To Be Positive.



NEXT 
GENERATION 

PERFORMANCE 
CONSISTENT WITH 
THE HOLDINGS OF 
ARK INNOVATION

Next Generation UCITS Performance VS Competitors.



FAANG+ 
PERFORMANCE VS 

COMPETITORS

FAANG+ UCITS Performance VS Competitors.



LOW VOLITALITY 
PERFORMANCE VS 

COMPETITORS

Low Volatility UCITS Performance VS Competitors.



Disclaimer

Note: Disclaimer: This document is intended for and directed at investment professionals and not intended for retail 
customers. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investment should not rely on this 
document.

AQA UCITS Fund SICAV plc is licensed in Malta by the Malta Financial Services Authority as an undertaking for collective 
investment in transferable securities (UCITS).

This document is issued by Castlestone Management LLC (“We”).The information contained in this document is not directed 
at, nor is it intended for distribution to, or use by, persons in any jurisdiction in which the investment products are not 
authorized for distribution or in which the dissemination of information regarding the investment products is not permitted. 
This document is not offering to sell any product. Any investment in the Fund is required to be undertaken in line with the 
Offering Supplement of the Fund. Copies of the Offering Supplement, audited annual financial statements and half-yearly 
reports and the key investor information documents (in English Language) are available free of charge upon request. We will 
not be liable for any use you make of any information in this document. We are not your advisor or fiduciary. We are not 
recommending or making any representations as to suitability of any product or the tax, legal or accounting treatment of 
any product. We are not responsible for information stated to be obtained or derived from third party sources. All opinions 
are given as of the date hereof and are subject to change. We are not obliged to inform you of any such changes. Any 
projections and opinions expressed herein are expressed solely as general market commentary and do not constitute 
investment advice or guaranteed return. They represent the views of Castlestone Management LLC at the time of 
publication and are subject to change without notice. Any simulated performance data and/or past performance data 
contained herein is not a reliable indicator or guarantee of future performance. An investment in the Fund may include a 
commission or sales fee which is charged at the time of the initial purchase of the investment and may be deducted from the 
invested amount therefore lowering the size of your investment. A redemption / contingent deferred sales charge may be 
charged at the time you redeem your investor and such charge may have an impact on the amount of money you receive 
back upon your redemption. Income from investments may fluctuate and investors may not recoup the amount originally 
invested. An investment in the Fund may be effected by changes in currency exchange rates. If you redeem your investment 
before 6 years, you may be at higher risk of losing some, or all of, the money you invest. Any forward-looking statements 
concerning the financial condition, results of operations and businesses of Castlestone Management LLC expressed or 
implied, are based on management's current expectations and assumptions, which may change without notice, and are no 
guarantee of future results, performance or events. Nothing in this document constitutes a representation that any 
investment strategy or recommendation is suitable or appropriate to an investor’s individual circumstances or otherwise 
constitutes a personal recommendation. Investments involve risks, and investors should exercise prudence and their own 
judgement in making their investment decisions. Investors and prospective investors should make reference to the risk 
warnings set out in the Offering Supplement of the Fund. This document is confidential. No part of it may be reproduced, 
distributed or transmitted without Castlestone Management’s written permission. Neither this document nor any copy of it 
may be distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America or its territories or possessions (the “United States” 
or to any US Person as defined in Regulations under the United States Securities Act of 1933 (as amended)). Any failure to 
comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation of United States securities law. This is not exhaustive; other 
regional-specific wording may apply. If in doubt, please consult with Castlestone Management’s Compliance department. 

Castlestone Management LLC is a registered investment adviser in the state of New Jersey. Being registered does not imply a 
certain level of skill or training. Investment in any Fund involves significant risks. A prospective or continuing investor should 
not invest in any Fund unless satisfied that it and/or its investment representative or professional adviser has/have asked for 
and received all information which would enable it or both of them to evaluate the risks in terms of an investment or 
continued investment in the Fund. The information in this document has not been approved or verified by the United States 
Securities and Exchange Commission or by any state securities authority. No invitation to the public in Hong Kong to buy or 
subscribe for any product is permitted to be made. You should consult your own attorney, business adviser and tax adviser 
as to legal, business, tax and related matters concerning any of the contents of this document. 

Additional information about Castlestone Management LLC is available on the United States Securities and Exchange 
Commission’s website at https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/170379.

W A R N I N G 

The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong. You are advised to 
exercise caution in relation to the offer. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document, you should 
obtain independent professional advice.

https://adviserinfo.sec.gov/firm/summary/170379

